Hispanic - Latin American Art and Artists

Title: Revolution on paper: Mexican prints 1910-1960 / Dawn Ades and Alison McClean with the assistance of Laura Campbell; edited by Mark McDonald.
Authors: Ades, Dawn
Alamogordo Library NE544.4 .A34 2009 Available

Title: Idols behind altars: modern Mexican art and its cultural roots / Anita Brenner.
Authors: Brenner, Anita, 1905-1974
Alamogordo Library N6554 .B74 2002 Available

Title: Art and faith in Mexico: the nineteenth-century retablo tradition / edited by Elizabeth Netto Calil Zarur and Charles Muir Lovell.
Alamogordo Library ND1432.M45 A78 2001 Available

Title: Colonial frontiers: art and life in Spanish New Mexico; the Fred Harvey collection / edited by Christine Mather.
Alamogordo Library NK835.N6 C719 1983 Available

Title: Chimayó weaving: the transformation of a tradition / Helen R. Lucero, Suzanne Baizerman.
Authors: Lucero, Helen R., 1943-
Alamogordo Library F805.S75 L83 1999 Available

Title: Santos, statues & sculpture: contemporary woodcarving from New Mexico / by Laurie Beth Kalb.
Authors: Kalb, Laurie Beth
Alamogordo Library NK9762 .K34 1988 Available

Title: New Mexico santos: religious images in the Spanish new world / by E. Boyd.
Title: Saints & saint makers of New Mexico / by E. Boyd ; revised & edited by Robin Farwell Gavin ; foreword by Donna Pierce ; special appendix by Charles Carrillo.
Authors: Boyd, E. (Elizabeth), 1903-1974
Alamogordo Library N7910.N6 B69 1996 Available

Title: Crafting devotions : tradition in contemporary New Mexico Santos / Laurie Beth Kalb ; photographs by Mary Peck, Miguel A. Gandert, and Susan Einstein.
Authors: Kalb, Laurie Beth
Alamogordo Library NK835.N5 K36 1994 Available

Title: New kingdom of the saints : religious art of New Mexico, 1780-1907 / by Larry Frank ; photography by Nancy Hunter Warren and Michael O'Shaughnessy ; foreword by Thomas J. Steele.
Authors: Frank, Larry
Alamogordo Library N7910.N6 F73 1992 Available

Title: Santos and saints : the religious folk art of Hispanic New Mexico / Thomas J. Steele.
Authors: Steele, Thomas J.
Alamogordo Library N7910.N6 S8 1982 Available

Title: Hispanic arts and ethnohistory in the Southwest : new papers inspired by the work of E. Boyd / edited by Marta Weigle with Claudia Larcombe, Samuel Larcombe.
Alamogordo Library N6525 .H5 Available

Title: Art in New Mexico, 1900-1945 : paths to Taos and Santa Fe / Charles C. Eldredge, Julie Schimmel, William H. Truettner.
Authors: Eldredge, Charles C.
Alamogordo Library N6530.N6 E448 1986 Available
Title: Flow of the river : building the village. volume 2 = Corre el río : construyendo la aldea. volumen 2
/ The National Hispanic Cultural Center of New Mexico/El Centro Nacional de Cultura Hispana de Nuevo México.

Title: Black and Hispanic art museums : a vibrant cultural resource : a report to the Ford Foundation.
Authors: Ardali, Azade

Title: Flow of the river = Corre el río.

Title: Our saints among us : Nuestros santos entre nosotros ; 400 years of New Mexican devotional art
/ by Barbe Awalt & Paul Rhettts with essays by Thomas J. Steele and Charles M. Carrillo.
Authors: Awalt, Barbe

Title: Mexican American artists.
Authors: Quirarte, Jacinto, 1931-

Title: To the halls of the Montezumas : the Mexican War in the American imagination / Robert W. Johannsen.
Authors: Johannsen, Robert Walter, 1925-